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Abstract
Hospitalizations for advanced liver disease are costly and associated with significant mortality. This population-based study aimed to
evaluate factors associated with in-hospital mortality and resource use for the management of hospitalized patients with cirrhosis.
Mortality records and resource utilization for 52,027 patients hospitalized with cirrhosis and/or complications of portal hypertension

(ascites, hepatic encephalopathy, variceal bleeding, spontaneous bacterial peritonitis, or hepatorenal syndrome) were extracted from
a nationally representative sample of Thai inpatients covered by Universal Coverage Scheme during 2009 to 2013.
The rate of dying in the hospital increased steadily by 12% from 9.6% in 2009 to 10.8% in 2013 (P< .001). Complications of portal

hypertension were independently associated with increased in-hospital mortality except for ascites. The highest independent risk for
hospital death was seen with hepatorenal syndrome (odds ratio [OR], 5.04; 95% confidence interval [CI], 4.38–5.79). Mortality rate
remained high in patients with infection, particularly septicemia (OR, 4.26; 95% CI, 4.0–4.54) and pneumonia (OR, 2.44; 95% CI,
2.18–2.73). Receiving upper endoscopy (OR, 0.29; 95% CI, 0.27–0.32) and paracentesis (OR, 0.93; 95% CI, 0.87–1.00) were
associated with improved patient survival. The inflation-adjusted national annual costs (P= .06) and total hospital days (P= .07) for
cirrhosis showed a trend toward increasing during the 5-year period. Renal dysfunction, infection, and sequelae of portal
hypertension except for ascites were independently associated with increased resource utilization.
Renal dysfunction, infection, and portal hypertension-related complications are the main factors affecting in-hospital mortality and

resource utilization for hospitalized patients with cirrhosis. The early intervention for modifiable factors is an important step toward
improving hospital outcomes.

Abbreviations: ALD = alcohol-related liver disease, CI = confidence interval, HBV = hepatitis B virus, HCC = hepatocellular
carcinoma, HCV= hepatitis C virus, HIV/AIDS= human immunodeficiency virus infection and acquired immune deficiency syndrome,
ICD-10-CM = International Classification of Diseases, 10th revision, Clinical Modification, LOS = length of stay, NAFLD =
nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, NASH= nonalcoholic steatohepatitis, NHSO=National Health Security Office, OR= odds ratio, SBP
= spontaneous bacterial peritonitis, UCS = Universal Coverage Scheme, USD = United States dollar.
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1. Introduction

Liver cirrhosis is a major cause of health burden worldwide.
According to the Global Burden of Disease study, liver cirrhosis
caused 1.2% of global disability-adjusted life years and 2% of all
deaths worldwide in 2010.[1,2] Globally, the age-standardized
cirrhosis mortality rate decreased by 22% over the last 3 decades.
This was mostly driven by reducing cirrhosis death rates in the
United State and countries in Western Europe.[1–4] Mortality
rates among countries, however, were variable and mainly driven
by the prevalence of risk factors for the disease including the
quantity and pattern of alcohol intake and viral hepatitis.[4,5]

Notably, mortality risk increases sharply once cirrhosis patients
experience decompensation.[6,7] Decompensation of cirrhosis
may present acutely with ascites, hepatic encephalopathy,
gastrointestinal hemorrhage, acute renal failure, and bacterial
infections that lead to hospitalization. Without proper manage-
ment of the complications and subsequent liver transplantation,
patients with decompensated cirrhosis have a 5-year survival rate
of less than 50%.[6] However, careful management can mitigate
this adverse outcome.[8–11]

Because of the poor outcomes associated with hospitalization
for liver cirrhosis and its related diseases, identification of
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prognostic indicators of in-hospital mortality may help to
determine which patients require intensive care treatment. In a
systematic review of 118 prognostic studies of cirrhosis, the
variable that was found to be the most common independent
predictor of death was the Child–Pugh score followed by all its
components.[12] However, the reported prognostic variables
from these studies were identified to forecast long-term survival
and the requirement of liver transplantation but were not
designed for predicting in-hospital death outcome. Thus,
identifying the robust predictors of death during hospitalization
is challenging. Furthermore, the management of hospitalized
patients with liver cirrhosis is associated with a substantial
economic burden.[13] Nonetheless, the data regarding factors that
are associated with high utilization of healthcare resource for the
management of cirrhosis is largely undescribed yet, and is
important to stakeholders involved in the delivery of healthcare.
Herein, we analyzed a large, nationally representative sample of
hospitalized patients with cirrhosis to identify prognostic factors
affecting in-hospital mortality and resource utilization. In
addition, this population-based study aimed to determine
whether there has been a change in hospital mortality and
healthcare resource use for hospitalization of cirrhosis and its
related diseases during the recent period.
2. Methods

2.1. Study population

The data for this study came from discharges in the nationwide
sample of inpatients covered by the Universal Coverage Scheme
(UCS), which comprises 76% of all admissions from more than
1000 community and academic centers spread across 77
provinces in Thailand. Each discharge record has a unique
identifier, demographic data, primary diagnosis, secondary
diagnoses, in-hospital procedures, discharge status, total hospital
charges, the length of stay (LOS), and hospital characteristics
(region, bed size, and teaching status). External audits of
discharge records are performed periodically by the National
Health Security Office (NHSO) to ensure the quality of the data.
TheNHSOdatabase contains 28,294,685 individual discharge

records from 2009 through 2013. By using the International
Classification of Diseases, 10th revision, Clinical Modification
(ICD-10-CM) diagnostic and procedural codes, 52,027 cases
with codes indicating cirrhosis (K74.0-K74.6) as primary or any
secondary diagnosis were identified.
2.2. Variables

We collected information from all discharges by using ICD-10-
CM codes for the following diagnoses: ascites (R18), hepatic
encephalopathy (K72), variceal bleeding (I85.0, I98.2, and
I98.3), spontaneous bacterial peritonitis (SBP) (K65.0 and
K65.2), hepatorenal syndrome (K76.7), and hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) (C22.0). The diagnostic codes also were used
to identify patients with hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection (B18.0
and B18.1), hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection (B18.2), alcohol-
related liver disease (ALD) (K70.0-K70.4 and K70.9), nonalco-
holic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) (K76.0 and K75.8), autoim-
mune hepatitis (K75.4), biliary cirrhosis (K74.3-K74.5 and
K80.3), Wilson disease (E83.0), hemochromatosis (E83.1), toxic
liver disease (K71.7 and K71.8), and cardiac cirrhosis (K76.1).
Patients were categorized into the following etiological groups:
alcohol, hepatitis B, hepatitis C, autoimmune hepatitis, biliary
2

cirrhosis, NAFLD, cryptogenic, and “others.” Patients were
classified as having cryptogenic cirrhosis when the etiology was
unknown. Patients were grouped as “others” when a specific
cause was identified, but the number was low such as for patients
with cirrhosis due to Wilson disease, hemochromatosis, toxic
liver disease, and cardiac cirrhosis.
Comorbid conditions for risk prediction of hospital outcomes

were obtained and included septicemia (A40–A41), pneumonia
(J12–J18), urinary tract infection (N39), acute renal failure (N17),
cerebrovasculardisease (I60–I69), ischemicheart disease (I20–I25),
diabetes mellitus (E10–E11), chronic lower respiratory disease
(J40–J47), chronic kidney disease (N18–N19), malignant neo-
plasm excluding HCC (C00–C97), and concurrent human
immunodeficiency virus infection (HIV) with or without acquired
immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) (B20–B24 and Z21).
Diagnostic and therapeutic measures were identified by using the
following procedural codes: upper endoscopy (4513 and 4233),
abdominal paracentesis (5491), and blood transfusion (9904).
In Thailand, government hospitals, which are operated by the

Ministry of Public Health, are classified into 3 levels. Primary
hospital is a community hospital with a capacity of 10 to 200
beds being at the districts. Secondary hospital is a general hospital
with a capacity of 200 to 500 beds located in province capitals or
major communities. Tertiary hospital is a regional hospital with a
capacity of at least 500 beds placed in provincial centers and has a
comprehensive set of specialists on staff. A university hospital is
an institution affiliated with a university that provides medical
education and training, in addition to delivering health care to
patients. The 4-census region of Thailand used in the analysis
included the Central, North, Northeast, and South.
2.3. Statistical analysis

The Institutional Review Board of the Faculty of Medicine Siriraj
Hospital, Mahidol University approved the research protocol
before beginning this research. A data use agreement was in place
with the Gastroenterological Association of Thailand for the use
of the NHSO data. The SPSS software package version 18.0
(SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) was used for all analyses.
The total number of patients hospitalized for liver cirrhosis by

calendar year and Thai census population covered by the UCS
estimate for that year were used to calculate the annual incidence
of patients hospitalized for cirrhosis. Trend testing for incidence
rates and aggregate measures of total charges and days of
hospitalization were analyzed using Poisson and linear regres-
sion, respectively, with time as the independent variable.
Mortality was expressed as the in-hospital case-fatality rate,
which was defined as the proportion of admissions of patients
with cirrhosis that resulted in death. Factors associated with in-
hospital deaths were ascertained using logistic regression analysis
while accounting for potential confounders. Multivariate linear
regression models with accounting for the confounding variables
were used to determine factors influencing hospital charges and
LOS. The following covariates were used in these models:
demographic information (age, gender, and calendar year),
clinical characteristics of patients (etiology of cirrhosis, variceal
bleeding, ascites, hepatic encephalopathy, SBP, hepatorenal
syndrome, HCC, septicemia, pneumonia, urinary tract infection,
acute renal failure, and comorbid conditions), and hospital
characteristics (hospital level, geographic location, and teaching
status). The models were constructed for both hospital charges
and LOS after logarithmic transformation of the skewed data.
The estimated coefficients from the models were exponentiated to
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quantify how strongly the presence or absence of each variable
associated with charges and LOS as odds ratio (OR) with 95%
confidence interval (CI). For the cost analysis, money values in
Thai baht were converted into United States dollar (USD) using
exchange rate of ∼33 Thai baht per USD.[14] To adjust for
inflation, the Thailand Consumer Price Index for 2013 was used
for the analysis of the federal annual total hospital charges.
3. Results

3.1. Characteristics of hospitalized patients with cirrhosis

Clinical features of the study cohort are presented in Table 1. The
mean age of hospitalized patients with cirrhosis was 53.4±12.8
years, and this did not vary significantly during the 5-year period.
Almost two-thirds of the patient cohort was male. ALD without
viral hepatitis infection accounted for 40% of hospitalized
Table 1

Demographic and characteristics of patients hospitalized with cirrho

2009 2010

Number of patients 10,172 10,228
Age, y: mean±SD 53.1±12.9 53.6±12.9
Male sex,% 66.4 66.5
Hospital level, %
Primary 28.1 28.7
Secondary 35.4 36.7
Tertiary 36.5 34.6

Hospital type, %
Government 96.3 96.7
University 3.7 3.3

Liver diseases, %
Alcoholic liver disease 35.7 36.4
HBV infection 3.5 4.0
HCV infection 3.2 4.1
HBV-HCV coinfection 0.2 0.2
Both alcohol and HBV/HCV 1.5 1.7
Autoimmune hepatitis 0.05 0.06
Biliary cirrhosis 0.30 0.34
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease 0.15 0.11
Cryptogenic cirrhosis 55.3 53.0
Others 0.06 0.07

Comorbidity, %
Cerebrovascular disease 0.1 0.1
Ischemic heart disease 0.9 0.9
Diabetes mellitus 14.3 14.4
Chronic pulmonary disease 0.2 0.3
Chronic kidney disease 9.1 8.6
Malignancy excluding HCC 0.1 0.1
HIV/AIDS 0.8 0.8

Clinical presentation, %
Cirrhotic complications
Ascites 28.5 29.0
SBP 17.4 20.5
Hepatic encephalopathy 35.3 33.7
Variceal bleeding 27.3 26.3
Hepatorenal syndrome 1.5 1.6
HCC 1.9 2.3

Septicemia 8.8 9.3
Pneumonia 2.1 2.2
Urinary tract infection 3.6 4.0
Acute renal failure 7.1 8.1

HBV=hepatitis B virus, HCC=hepatocellular carcinoma, HCV=hepatitis C virus, HIV/AIDS=human immu
peritonitis, SD= standard deviation.
∗
P value for time trends from 2009 to 2013.
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patients with a significant increase in the prevalence over the
5-year period (Table 1). While HBV or HCV-related cirrhosis
represented a relatively small (∼9%) but increasing proportion of
patients with virus-related cirrhosis. The prevalence of patients
with HBV infection alone rose from 3.5% to 5.5% during the
5-year period, whereas the prevalence of patients with HCV
infection alone increased steadily from 3.2% to 6.3%. The
prevalence of patients with cryptogenic cirrhosis decreased
progressively from 55.3% to 43.6% during the same period. The
overall prevalence of NAFLD related-cirrhosis was 0.16%
without significant variation over time. Concomitant diabetes
mellitus was present in 14.4% of the entire population, and the
prevalence did not vary significantly with time. Specifically, the
prevalence of diabetes in patients with NAFLD and those with
cryptogenic cirrhosis were 23.5% and 9.5%, respectively, that
were significantly higher than the overall prevalence of 4.9%
observed in patients with other etiologies of cirrhosis.
sis between 2009 and 2013.

2011 2012 2013 P value
∗

10,518 10,665 10,444
53.3±12.7 53.4±12.6 53.8±12.8 .162

67.0 66.8 66.6 .839

29.1 30.3 30.6 .001
34.2 34.9 34.2 .049
36.7 34.8 35.2 .256

96.8 97.4 97.0 .608
3.2 2.6 3.0 <.001

38.9 40.1 41.1 <.001
5.0 5.0 5.5 <.001
5.0 5.0 6.3 <.001
0.4 0.3 0.3 .010
2.1 2.1 2.4 <.001
0.05 0.08 0.10 .139
0.43 0.28 0.38 .614
0.18 0.19 0.15 .456
47.9 46.8 43.6 <.001
0.08 0.11 0.15 .015

0.05 0.1 0.1 .362
0.7 0.8 0.9 .836
14.6 14.1 14.7 .676
0.2 0.2 0.3 .905
8.3 8.2 9.3 .949
0.1 0.1 0.1 .227
0.9 0.8 0.9 .582

30.8 29.4 32.4 <.001
18.9 19.6 22.4 <.001
33.6 35.0 34.6 .934
27.0 26.5 22.8 <.001
1.5 1.7 1.9 .001
2.1 2.1 2.4 .038
10.1 10.0 7.8 .034
2.2 2.8 3.1 <.001
4.3 3.8 4.5 .036
8.4 10.2 12.4 <.001

nodeficiency virus infection, and acquired immune deficiency syndrome, SBP= spontaneous bacterial
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Figure 1. Annual incidence of hospitalized patients with cirrhosis in the
nationwide inpatient sample from 2009 to 2013. Rates of patients hospitalized
with cirrhosis are illustrated for the Thai census population and stratified by
geographic region.
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The annual incidence of hospitalization for cirrhosis was stable
over time (Fig. 1), ranging from 21.4 per 100,000 in 2009 to 21.5
per 100,000 in 2013. Stratified by geographic region, there was no
significant difference in the annual rate of admission for cirrhosis in
the North and the South from 2009 through 2013. In contrast, the
incidence rate of hospitalization per year significantly showed an
average 2.2% decrease in the Central and an average 2.6%
increase in the Northeast during the same period. Though no
significant changes in the number of admissions among each
hospital level existed, the proportion of patients who were
admitted to primary hospital increased significantly over the time.
For clinical manifestations of portal hypertension, hepatic

encephalopathy was present in nearly one-third of all admissions,
without significant variation over the 5-year period. Although
30% had a diagnosis of ascites, only two-thirds of these
admissions were complicated with SBP. There were significant
increasing trends in hospitalization for both complications from
2009 to 2013. The overall prevalence of hepatorenal syndrome
and HCC was 1.6% and 2.2%, respectively, with significant
increasing trends over time. In contrast, annual hospitalization
rates for variceal bleeding significantly decreased from 27.3% to
22.8% during the same period.
3.2. In-hospital mortality

The percentage of cirrhosis patients who died during admission
increased steadily from 9.6% in 2009 to 10.8% in 2013
(P< .001). There was a 3% relative increase in the adjusted in-
hospital case-fatality rate per year. Among cirrhosis patients with
hepatorenal syndrome, the case-fatality rate was 36.9%, without
significant variation over the 5-year period.
Figure 2 shows patient and clinical characteristics that were

associated with in-hospital death after adjustment for potential
confounders. Male sex was associated with higher mortality
compared with female sex. There were regional variations in
mortality, with the Central experiencing 62% higher death rates
as compared with the South (Fig. 2). Secondary hospitals and
tertiary hospitals were associated with higher mortality com-
pared with primary hospitals, whereas university hospitals were
associated with lower mortality compared with government
hospitals.
In multivariate analysis, each complication of portal hyper-

tension was independently associated with increased mortality
4

except for ascites, which showed an inverse relationship. The
hepatorenal syndrome and acute renal failure were the most
important independent predictors of in-hospital death. Further-
more, mortality rates remained high in those complicated with
bacterial infection, particularly septicaemia, and pneumonia.
Extrahepatic comorbidities also were associated with in-hospital
death except for diabetes, which showed a modest inverse
relationship.
3.3. Healthcare resource utilization

During hospital admission, 17.4% and 32% of patients
underwent upper endoscopy and abdominal paracentesis,
respectively, and there were significant increasing trends over
the 5-year period. The national estimate of a total number of
hospital days increased from 68,249 days in 2009 to 85,448 days
in 2013 even with a small but statistically significant decreasing
trend in average LOS during the 5-year period (P= .045).
However, the median LOS remained stable at 4 days.
Between 2009 and 2013, the federal annual total hospital

charges for admissions with cirrhosis showed a trend toward
increasing from 8.66 million to 11.6 million USD after
adjustment for inflation. The average charges per admission
rose from 320 to 346 USD during the study period but did not
reach statistical significance (Table 2).
Table 3 presents the factors associated with both hospital

charges per admission and LOS after simultaneous adjustment
for all variables. While improvement in LOS for cirrhosis
occurred each passing year in men, LOS extended with increasing
age. On average, charges and LOS were higher in the Central
compared with the other regions. Cirrhosis patients admitted to
university hospitals had charges and LOS greater than those
hospitalized in government hospitals. Liver disease caused by
HCV infection was associated with modest but significant
increases in both hospital charges and LOS. Among comorbid
conditions, chronic pulmonary disease prominently had the
impact on resource use with increasing LOS by 44% and hospital
charges by 41%. Each complication of portal hypertension was
independently associated with higher charges and LOS except for
ascites, which showed an inverse relationship with expenditures.
As expected, acute renal dysfunction and infection, mainly
pneumonia, had an intense impact on charges and LOS. Having
undergone an endoscopic procedure increased LOS by 35% and
hospital charges by 41%.
4. Discussion

This population-based study demonstrated that renal dysfunc-
tion, infection, and portal hypertension-related complications are
the main factors affecting in-hospital mortality and resource
utilization for hospitalized patients with cirrhosis. We further
described increasing trends in in-hospital mortality of patients
with cirrhosis, which are mainly attributable to the changes in
incidence of decompensating events resulting in increased
utilization of healthcare resource.
In this nationwide study, we found that ALD is the leading

cause of liver cirrhosis with overall prevalence estimated at 40%
of hospitalized patients and a rising in the rates over the recent
5 years. This corresponds well to the increasing levels of alcohol
consumption in Thailand during the last decade reported by the
World Health Organization.[15] These findings indicate that
disorders related to alcohol use continue to be a major health
problem in our country, and it underscores the need for



Figure 2. Multivariate analysis of factors affecting in-hospital mortality in patients hospitalized with cirrhosis between 1999 and 2013. The adjusted odds ratio (OR)
of in-hospital mortality for demographic and clinical variables are graphically presented (▪) with corresponding 95% confidence interval (95% CI). Reference
categories are shown (●). Each OR is adjusted simultaneously for all other variables and is numerically shown to the right.
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implementation of public behavioral modification programs and
educational interventions for alcohol cessation.We also observed
an increasing proportion of patients with viral hepatitis-related
cirrhosis. Although the incidence rates of HBV and HCV
infection have declined over the past 20 years according to the
national examinations survey during 1988 to 2009 in
Thailand,[16] the incidence of individuals with HBV or HCV-
infected cirrhosis is expected to increase because of the long
latency of viral infection. Antiviral treatment in the early disease
course has been reported to be a cost-effective strategy that
reduces progression to cirrhosis.[17–19] However, only a minority
of Thai patients with chronic HBV or HCV infection receives
treatment despite the availability of effective therapies covered by
the national health scheme. The profound health loss attributable
to viral hepatitis and the availability of effective therapies
suggests an opportunity to reduce rates of hospitalization and
overall inpatient expenditure.[5]

Despite the increasing recognition of NAFLD as a major public
health burden worldwide, the prevalence of NAFLD related-
cirrhosis was somewhat lower in our study compared with the
previously reported estimates,[20,21] and this is likely related to
5

our case ascertainment. In this study, the diagnosis of NAFLD
was defined based on ICD-10 codes, which may be prone to
misclassification. Given a significant proportion of our patients
with NAFLD risk factors such as diabetes mellitus, some of these
individuals may have progressed from nonalcoholic steatohepa-
titis (NASH) to cirrhosis given diabetes is a major contributor to
perpetual chronic injury leading to eventual NASH, cirrhosis,
and HCC.[22,23] Supporting this view, patients with NAFLD or
cryptogenic cirrhosis had a higher incidence of diabetes than
those with cirrhosis of other known etiologies, suggests that a
proportion of cryptogenic cirrhosis might be a burnt-out NASH.
Notably, the analysis showed that a substantial number of cases
remained unknown etiology of cirrhosis. It is, however, realized
that most of these patients might have occult alcohol consump-
tion, unrecognized viral hepatitis, and silent autoimmune
hepatitis.[21] This data underlines a common problem, which is
unrecognized by physicians. Hence, education on diagnosis and
treatment of this condition among physicians caring for cirrhosis
should be intensified.
Mortality from liver cirrhosis has sharply declined in most

countries around the world in the last few decades.[4,24–26]

http://www.md-journal.com


Table 2

In-hospital mortality and resource use for hospitalized patients with cirrhosis between 2009 and 2013.

2009 (N=12,952) 2010 (N=14,772) 2011 (N=16,033) 2012 (N=16,416) 2013 (N=16,292) P value
∗

In-hospital mortality, %
Overall case-fatality rate 9.6 9.7 9.2 10.2 10.8 <.001
Case-fatality rate for ALD 13.2 13.8 11.9 12.9 13.3 .730
Case-fatality rate for HBV 12.3 12.5 13.2 13.6 15.4 .122
Case-fatality rate for HCV 16.5 11.7 12.6 12.8 12.1 .221

Procedures, %
Upper endoscopy 15.4 16.6 19.0 19.0 16.6 <.001
Abdominal paracentesis 25.2 28.1 32.7 33.5 38.8 <.001
Blood transfusion 27.2 30.7 36.9 38.6 37.6 <.001

Length of stay, d
Total day in hospital 68,249 78,571 84,845 87,342 85,448 .068
Average length of stay 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 .045
Median length of stay 4 4 4 4 4

Hospital charge, USD
Total charge in millions 8.66 10.6 11.1 11.9 11.6 .060
Alcoholic patients 3.40 4.13 4.68 5.29 5.17 .051
Hepatitis B patients 0.36 0.46 0.67 0.67 0.79 .052
Hepatitis C patients 0.43 0.58 0.96 0.73 0.88 .049

Average charge per admission 320 337 343 365 346 .057
Alcoholic patients 369 391 395 422 378 .053
Hepatitis B patients 448 449 438 519 534 .065
Hepatitis C patients 468 469 460 520 418 .063

N, the nationwide estimate of the number of hospitalizations in the respective categories.
ALD= alcoholic liver disease, HBV=hepatitis B virus, HCV=hepatitis C virus, USD = United States dollar.
∗
P value for time trends from 2009 to 2013.
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Conversely, the persisting upward trends up to the recent calendar
period were observed in Thailand. Our analysis demonstrated the
absolute rate of dying in the hospital increased steadily by 12%
from 9.6% in 2009 to 10.8% in 2013. This observation coincides
with the report on the increasing in cirrhosis mortality in
developing countries, particularly in Central Asia and Africa.[4]

The consistent increase in mortality rate for Thai cirrhosis
patients requiring hospitalization, year to year, has been not
related to the aging of the patient cohort. The average age at
hospitalization for advanced liver disease has remained stable at
53 years. Indeed, the pattern in death from cirrhosis is
attributable to changes in several cirrhosis-related conditions,
sex, geographic region, and hospital level. In particular, the
variations in mortality trends over time are primarily driven by
changes in clinical manifestations of portal hypertension. In
agreement with the prognostic stages of cirrhosis,[27] our analysis
showed that the risk of death during hospitalization was
significantly higher in patients with variceal bleeding, hepatic
encephalopathy, and hepatorenal syndrome, evenwhen adjusted
for other potential confounders. This finding underlies the
prognostic role of major clinical manifestations of portal
hypertension, and each critical event has a different strength
of association with the patient outcome. In contrast to previous
studies,[27,28] we found that patients hospitalized with uncom-
plicated ascites had significantly a better survival than those
without this clinical event. However, prognosis is affected so
adversely, after the occurrence of ascitic fluid infection. Although
the reason for a better prognosis of patients hospitalized with
ascites is unknown, it is possible that the recognition of ascites
leads to initiate early treatment for the improvement in
nutritional status, which have the potential benefit on clinical
outcomes and prevent other cirrhosis-related complications.[7]

Nonetheless, we were unable to properly assess the role of
nutritional interventions on mortality risk in our database.
6

Cirrhosis is considered an immunocompromised state that
leads to a variety of infections, which may result in organ
dysfunction and death.[29] Our results are in line with earlier
studies showing that bacterial infection particularly septicemia,
pneumonia, and SBP were robust predictors of death for
hospitalized patients with cirrhosis.[29–32] The negative clinical
impact of infections in patients with cirrhosis can be alleviated by
prompt initiation of appropriate antibiotic therapy after the
diagnosis of bacterial infection.[33] In addition, earlier diagnosis is
needed, whether by surrogate markers or new microbiologic
techniques for the identification of the causative organisms, to
allow earlier treatment.[34] Renal failure is a frequent complica-
tion of advanced cirrhosis due to several causes, and is associated
with a high mortality.[31,35] In our analysis, the high in-hospital
mortality was significantly associated with the development of
acute renal failure. In particular, hepatorenal syndrome appears
to be the strongest predictor of death for hospitalized patients
with cirrhosis. This life-threatening condition requires a high
index of diagnostic suspicion and aggressive management to
improve the patient outcome.[36] Therefore, renal dysfunction
and infection in cirrhosis, irrespective of the presence of other
complications of portal hypertension, could be prognostic
factors, demarcating additional prognostic stages to those
proposed by D’Amico et al.[27] However, prospective studies
are needed to verify this prognostic importance.
The prognostic value of diabetes in cirrhosis has been

examined in a limited number of studies on selected patients.[23]

Most studies found that diabetes was associated with a lower
survival.[37–39] In contrast to earlier reports,[37–39] our analysis
revealed that cirrhotic patients with concurrent diabetes had a
modest 30% lower in-hospital mortality risk than those without
diabetes. Possible explanations for this discrepancy may reside in
differences in the hospitalization setting and the study design. The
significance of this finding is unclear, and it can be speculated that
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Table 3

Multivariate analysis of factors affecting length of stay and hospitalization charges in hospitalized patients with cirrhosis.

Predictor variables Length of stay Hospitalization charge

Adjusted OR (95% CI) P value Adjusted OR (95% CI) P value

Calendar per year 0.98 (0.97–0.98) <.001 1.00 (0.99–1.01) .477
Age per 10 years 1.01 (1.00–1.02) .003 1.00 (1.00–1.02) .768
Male versus female 0.98 (0.97–0.99) <.001 1.01 (0.99–1.02) .399
Region
South Reference Reference
North 0.93 (0.91–0.95) <.001 0.95 (0.93–0.97) <.001
Northeast 0.86 (0.84–0.87) <.001 0.96 (0.94–0.98) <.001
Central 1.03 (1.01–1.05) .001 1.10 (1.08–1.12) <.001

Hospital level
Primary Reference Reference
Secondary 1.04 (1.03–1.06) <.001 1.62 (1.60–1.64) <.001
Tertiary 0.91 (0.90–0.93) <.001 1.63 (1.60–1.65) <.001

University versus Government 1.36 (1.32–1.41) <.001 1.52 (1.47–1.57) <.001
Liver disease
Alcohol liver disease 0.99 (0.98–1.01) .308 1.01 (1.00–1.02) .144
Hepatitis B 1.02 (0.99–1.05) .181 1.04 (1.01–1.07) .004
Hepatitis C 1.03 (1.01–1.06) .018 1.06 (1.03–1.09) <.001

Comorbidity
Cerebrovascular disease 1.35 (1.10–1.65) .004 1.20 (0.98–1.47) .076
Ischemic heart disease 1.05 (0.99–1.12) .098 1.13 (1.06–1.20) <.001
Diabetes mellitus 1.09 (1.07–1.10) <.001 1.06 (1.05–1.08) <.001
Chronic pulmonary disease 1.44 (1.28–1.61) <.001 1.41 (1.26–1.59) <.001
Chronic kidney disease 1.00 (0.98–1.02) <.001 1.03 (1.01–1.05) .003
Malignancy excluding HCC 1.16 (0.96–1.41) .739 1.28 (1.05–1.55) .013
HIV/AIDS 1.07 (1.01–1.14) .032 1.07 (1.01–1.14) .033

Clinical presentation
Ascites 1.01 (0.99–1.03) .362 0.95 (0.93–0.97) <.001
SBP 1.57 (1.54–1.60) <.001 1.48 (1.46–1.51) <.001
Hepatic encephalopathy 1.31 (1.29–1.33) <.001 1.34 (1.32–1.36) <.001
Variceal bleeding 1.12 (1.10–1.15) <.001 2.39 (2.34–2.44) <.001
Hepatorenal syndrome 1.30 (1.24–1.35) <.001 1.49 (1.43–1.55) <.001
Hepatocellular carcinoma 1.06 (1.02–1.10) .004 1.06 (1.02–1.10) .005
Septicemia 1.15 (1.12–1.17) <.001 1.52 (1.49–1.55) <.001
Pneumonia 2.11 (2.04–2.19) <.001 2.41 (2.33–2.50) <.001
Urinary tract infection 1.55 (1.51–1.59) <.001 1.45 (1.41–1.49) <.001
Acute renal failure 1.05 (1.03–1.07) <.001 1.39 (1.36–1.41) <.001

In hospital procedures
Upper endoscopy 1.35 (1.32–1.37) <.001 1.41 (1.38–1.44) <.001
Abdominal paracentesis 1.17 (1.15–1.18) <.001 1.10 (1.09–1.12) <.001
Blood transfusion 1.36 (1.34–1.38) <.001 1.70 (1.68–1.72) <.001

CI= confidence interval, HCC=hepatocellular carcinoma, HIV/AIDS=human immunodeficiency virus infection, and acquired immune deficiency syndrome, OR= odds ratio, SBP= spontaneous bacterial
peritonitis.
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the result is erroneous according to the analysis of administrative
database. However, our finding is consistent with the result from
a large nationwide study of cirrhotic patients hospitalized for
major complications of portal hypertension in the United
States.[30] These data suggest that patients with diabetes may
have a more benign hospital course. It is unclear whether this
survival advantage arises from a milder disease on admission or
the diagnosis of diabetes being as a surrogate for some treatments
that can modify the hospital outcomes.
A striking finding of this study is the association between the

optimum cirrhosis care and improved survival. Kanwal et al[40]

showed a reduction in 12-month mortality for cirrhosis patients
who received the recommended care and suggested using several
interventions including paracentesis during admissions as a set of
quality indicators for the cirrhosis care. Our results confirm that
paracentesis any time during the hospitalization was associated
with reduced mortality in patients admitted for symptoms from
7

ascites. This finding emphasizes a clinical strategy to
implement routine diagnostic paracentesis at the time of
hospitalization in cirrhosis patients presenting with ascites.
Furthermore, receiving upper endoscopy during admission was
associated with a decrease in mortality of those with gastrointes-
tinal bleeding. In contrast to both cirrhosis-specific interventions,
we found blood transfusion during hospitalization associated
with a higher mortality rate, which is probably related to its use
for severe and active bleeding patient. Interestingly, admission to
university hospitals was associated with a lower mortality rate
compared with hospitalization to government hospitals. The
improvement in cirrhosis survival among patients admitted to
university hospitals may be owing to better cirrhosis-specific care
extending beyond general improvements in hospital care.
A previous study demonstrated that cirrhosis patients cared by
a gastroenterologist were more likely to achieve the quality
indicators.[40] This data accentuates that mortality benefits can be

http://www.md-journal.com
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accomplished by directly modifying physician behavior to
perform the best practice.[42]

A better understanding of determinants of increased
resource utilization for hospitalization of cirrhosis might
provide an efficient resource allocation for the management of
cirrhosis. In this study, LOS and hospital charges were used as
surrogate markers for resource utilization. Our results showed
that hospitalization with clinical events of portal hyperten-
sion, infection, acute renal failure, and comorbid illness is
associated with excessive hospital resource utilization. As
expected, treatment in high-resource-intensity medical centers
and performing procedures was associated with increased
resource utilization. The analyses also highlight significant
geographic variation in resource utilization. Patients from the
Central had higher odds of being high resource utilization
cases, and those admitted to the North and the Northeast had
significantly lower odds of being high resource utilization
cases compared with patients from the South. Our findings
would further support that there are clinical predictors of
financial risk that may facilitate implementation of risk
adjustment for payers.
The main advantage of using the NHSO is that the

collection of data within the NHSO is not driven by specific
research questions and consequently, is not subject to the
ascertainment biases as may be present in hospital-based
series. A large number of patients allows for analyses of
clinical outcomes accounting for multiple confounders while
maintaining precision. However, the results should be
interpreted in the context of the limitations associated with
the use of administrative data, which is based on medical
record coding. Thus, we cannot exclude the possibility that
our contradictory findings on the mortality risk in individuals
with diabetes/ascites might be related to the reliability of the
NHSO data. These results should be subjected to further
verification. In addition, the NHSO database does not capture
many variables for estimating disease severity (e.g., model for
end-stage liver disease and Child–Pugh scores). However,
there is a reason to believe the severity of hepatic dysfunction
among our inpatients increased over time as increasing trends
in the occurrence of ascites and renal dysfunction. These
parameters are the basis of both prognostic scoring systems,
and it may designate the increasing admission rates of patients
with advanced liver disease. Notably, our findings may have
limited generalizability, as they are derived from a single
country. It is likely that the etiologies of cirrhosis vary among
different patient populations. Nonetheless, previous studies
lend validity to our findings by identifying similar prognostic
factors for in-hospital mortality and resource utilization in
other ethnic populations.[27–32]

In conclusion, we demonstrated that renal dysfunction is the
most robust predictor for in-hospital mortality, followed by
bacterial infection and portal hypertension-related complica-
tions. Most of the identified factors reflect a state of liver
decompensation that did not only have a significant impact on
short-term survival but also affected substantial resource use.
Thus, in cirrhosis patients hospitalized with acute renal
dysfunction, bacterial infection particularly septicemia, pneumo-
nia and SBP, as well as clinical features of portal hypertension, the
therapy should be more aggressive, aiming to improve hospital
outcomes. This data clearly represents a challenge for our
healthcare services and will have substantial implications for the
future trends in mortality and economic burdens from this
disease.
8
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